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PW14 / RS 485 PW-LANMANAGER KEY PW-WIFI PW-MOBILE

DATA TRANSFER SSM AGILIS is a set of different solutions that let to download the transactions from the dispensers to the 
SELF SERVICE MANAGEMENT AGILIS software. The great variety of the offer is based on the technology required.
Manual download
The easiest way to download the informations is through the Manager key, it is enough to touch the dispenser with the key to 
transfer all the transactions and download them on the software.
Local network
Use the local network Lan/Wi-Fi to download the dispenser to your pc. By choosing between the PWLAN or PW Wi-Fi it is 
possible to set up a connection that let you receive all the transactions in real time.
Mobile network
Thanks to the new PW MOBILE 4G is now possible to install all the dispensers everywhere in the world with just the need
of a mobile network coverage, with SIM card, avoiding all the local network configurations.

DATA TRANSFER AGILIS
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cable max 90 mt

MERCHANDISEACCESSORIESHOSE REELTANK MONITORINGNOZZLES FILTRATION

A device that allows
to convert the 
RS485 signal to  
Wi-Fi, through a 
simple and intuitive 
interface.

Connection via
RS485 cable

with USB
converter.

A device that allows
to convert the RS485 signal

to LAN, through a simple
and intuitive interface.

A new ommunication
system that allows you 
to transfer data using 
mobile 4G network.

PW14 / RS 485 PW LAN

TECHNICAL DATA

CODE DESCRIPTION

F13292000 PW 14 - USB CONVERTER

F1226201A KIT KEY READER

F23525000 MANAGER KEY USB TYPE C

F1249600A MANAGER KEY 

F1271005A PW-LAN

F1271004B PW-WIFI

F1271015A PW MOBILE 4G

KEY READER, MANAGER KEY &  
MANAGER KEY USB TYPE C 

SSM AGILIS SOFTWARE

DATA TRANSFER SSM AGILIS
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